Bioactivity-guided mixed synthesis accelerate the serendipity in lead optimization: Discovery of fungicidal homodrimanyl amides.
The bioactivity-guided mixed synthesis was conceived, in which the designed mix-reactions were run in parallel for simultaneous construction of different kinds of analogs. The valuable ones were protruded by biological screening. This tactic will facilitate more rapid incorporation of bioactive candidates into pesticide chemists' repertoire, exemplified by the optimization of less explored homodrimanes as antifungal ingredients. The discovery of D9 as a potent fungicidal agent can be completed in <2 weeks by one student, with EC50 of 3.33 mg/L and 2.45 mg/L against S. sclerotiorum and B. cinerea, respectively. To confirm the practicability, time-efficiency, and reliability, specific homodrimanes (82 derivatives) were synthesized and elucidated separately and determined for EC50 values. The SAR correlated well with the intentionally mixed synthesis and the potential was further confirmed by the in vivo bioassay. This methodology will foster more efficient exploration of biologically relevant chemical space of natural products in pesticide discovery, and can also be tailored readily for the lead optimization in medicinal chemistry.